
A professional quality telescope mount at an 
affordable price

These heavy duty German Equatorial 
observatory-based telescope mounts provide a 
complete stand-alone professional telescope 
drive system.

The Astromount has now benefitted from state-
of-the-art modelling design software and CNC 
engineering techniques and with the use of 
larger diameter shafts and angular contact 
bearings it makes for a very accurate and 
strong construction.

They are custom made to order; are very stable 
and designed to be used with all types of 
telescopes and would suit 6 to 10inch refractors 
and 12 to 20 inch Newtonians and 
Catadioptrics; although it is the load inertia and 
overall weight that are the limiting factors for 
the telescope size.

They are excellent for astrophotography.

Designed and made in Britain

The Astromount has been designed and manufactured to use the best of British designed and 
technology.

 Included into this mount:

• GOTO using an additional Intelligent Handset from AWR Technology. 
• Full user support from the designers (mechanics and software). 
• Smooth Microstepping drive system and motors from AWR Technology. 
• State-of-the-art modelling design software. 
• CNC Engineering techniques from Brian Brooks of Astroparts. 
• Comes with 1¾” stainless steel shafts and bearings and angular contact bearings. 
• Worm wheel sets from Beacon Hill Telescopes. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

This mount has been developed specially by Matt Armitage of Astromount and Alan Buckman of 
AWR Technology to provide a rugged, workhorse mount suitable for larger telescopes up to TBCkg.

We looked at the available mounts, initially for long focus large refractors and came to the conclusion 
that nothing was stable enough in the price range available for UK astronomers. We therefore 
developed the spec and designed it over several years to get the detail right.

The crux of it is the use of 
large diameter stainless steel 
shafts, the ruggedness of the 
motor support brackets and 
the slow motion shaft 
housing.

There are huge forces within worm wheel sets if the telescope gets knocked and typically this usually 
ends up as a compression force of the worm shaft into the worm bracket. This part has been 
ruggedised to cope with these forces. To stop a tooth shearing off, the crown wheel has a slipping 
clutch arrangement given by screw down grab handles onto nylon pads around the prime shaft. This 
is very effective and provides a neat solution for driving without slipping, for balancing the telescope 
(with the clutch disengaged) and a slipping point if the tube does get knocked.

WORMS – precision engineered from 305 grade stainless steel.

RA GEAR WHEEL 8” AND DEC GEAR WHEEL 6.5” – precision engineered from 608T6 aircraft grade 
aluminium (14” is available)

To add stability to the mount – it is design to be very heavy, 70kgs, using 5mm thick mild steel. This 
has been powder coated to provide a hard durable finish with corrosion protection. Also anodised 
aluminium. 

The Drift alignment method is used to align the mount – this is achieved with accurate Altitude and 
Azimuth adjustments.
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DESIGN SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

AND SPECIFICATIONS

Smoothness of drive is maintained by very small motor steps, typically 50 per second, which are of a 
uniform size given by a constant torque/position profile out of the microstepper drive circuit. Belt 
drive transfers the motion. The exact drive rates are calculated for the reduction ratios and the 
refraction corrected Sidereal rate is applied (the King rate). In the GOTO mode the scope will slew at 
around 0.7 to 1 degree per second (depending on high speed performance option) with a constant 
(settable) acceleration and deceleration profile to and from high speed. Once calibrated on the stars 
the GEM configuration allows tracking by driving one axis only.

The complete Intelligent Drive System has many hundreds of operational hours on many telescopes 
around the world over the past 12 years. Many telescopes of all types and sizes have been upgraded.

The INTELLIGENT HANDSET provides a complete 
control with coordinate readout, GOTOs, object 
database and periodic error correction, for a complete 
stand-alone professional telescope system. 

If desired, a computer can be connected and most planetarium programs can then control the 
telescope. A user support license is included in this package which comprises firmware upgrades 
when available and user support from AWR.

The same equipment (with different motors) has been used by AWR to power many telescopes up to 
36 inch diameter mirror size weighing over 5 tonnes. A high level protocol interface to the Intelligent 
Handset is available by download from the AWR website under User Support. Full user support with 
telephone help, documents, etc, are included.

With this system you will be able to put an object on a small CCD chip, walk away and it will still be 
there some hours later.

The worm wheel sets from Beacon Hill Telescopes are precision machined, 5 arc seconds RMS peak-to-
peak periodic error before periodic error correction. The intelligent handset offers periodic error 
calibration and backlash corrections and an aid in polar alignment with multiple calibration points. 
The GOTO performance should be better than 1 arc minute, when properly set up, when going 
between objects with altitudes above 45 degrees.

Warranty 1 year against defective parts and workmanship from date of purchase.
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OPTIONS

As these mounts are custom made to order they can modified at any stage to meet any requirements 
that you have.

•  one counterweight up to 11kg but more counterweights or different sizes can be 
made to order.

• Compatible with VixThe mount can be scaled up to suit much larger telescopes. 
• The slew speed can be increased (nearly doubled) by operating at 24 volt rather than 

12 volt supply. 

• Worm wheel sets up to 14 inch diameter can be fitted (although it is latitude 
dependant). 

• Larger motors can be fitted giving ample torque tailored to suit. 

• The mount can be adapted so that it can be used from another location – it can be 
operated remotely over the internet. 

• Supplied withen or Losmandy dovetail bars. 

• Telescope rings can be made to order.

• Large display readout devices AD100 show selectable function from RA DEC ALT AZ HA 
LST UT. Multiple display units can be connected in series in the IH to PC 
communication wire. (£160 for the first one, subsequent ones £130.)

• External encoders can be supplied. Increases the accuracy of the pointing as it confirms 
the readout position. Resolution is 12 arc seconds. (Heidenhain Encoders + gear wheels 
10:1 ratio + Quad Decoder box). Around £1000 fitted. 
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